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LUMEDX to Demonstrate Value of Advanced
Analytics at Upcoming HIMSS18
Oakland, Calif.—Feb. 15, 2018—LUMEDX Corporation, a top cardiovascular data
intelligence company, will show off the latest in advanced analytics and software
solutions at the Healthcare Information and Management Systems Society (HIMSS)
annual conference next month.
LUMEDX announced that HIMSS18 attendees who stop by Booth 12340, Level 1,
Hall G, will have the opportunity to see firsthand how high-powered analytics tools
can help heart and vascular centers improve outcomes and dramatically reduce
costs.
“Our innovative technology mines existing data and turns it into relevant insights that
decision makers can use to streamline workflows, improve productivity and better
serve patients—all while keeping a close eye on the bottom line,” said LUMEDX
President and COO Chris Winquist.
“As we move away from fee-for-service and towards value-based payment
models, performance metrics become crucial to the operations of any successful
cardiovascular service line,” he added.
Demonstrations of LUMEDX’s analytics tools are available during HIMSS18.
Schedule a meeting at http://www.lumedx.com/himss-request-meeting.aspx
The conference will be held March 5-9 at the Venetian-Palazzo-Sands Expo Center
in Las Vegas, Nevada. More than 1,300 leading health IT vendors will be exhibiting
and general education sessions will focus on 23 cutting-edge topics, including:
 Clinical and Business Intelligence
 Cybersecurity
 Population Health
For more information about HIMSS18, go to http://www.himssconference.org/
Founded in 1961, HIMSS is a not-for-profit organization dedicated to improving
healthcare quality, safety, cost-effectiveness and access through the strategic use
of information technology and management systems. It is headquartered in Chicago
and has more than 70,000 individual members, over 600 corporate members, and
more than 250 not-for-profit organizations.
LUMEDX is a leader in cardiovascular data intelligence and cardiovascular
information systems (CVIS). In business for over 25 years, the company offers an
end-to-end suite of software and services that enables meaningful analytics, high
performance workflows, optimal integration of clinical and EHR data, and improved
continuity of care. For more information on LUMEDX HealthView Analytics, the new
analytics-driven Cardiovascular Performance Program or CVIS solutions, please visit
http://www.lumedx.com.
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